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Learning

Part 1
• To connect up pneumatic

components.
• To control a single-acting

cylinder with 3 PVs.
Part 2
• To make a piston move

outwards, then inwards,
automatically.

• To control a double-acting
cylinder with 5 PVs.

Student’s book

Pneumatics, pages 160–164

Timing

Part 1: 40 minutes
Part 2: 30 minutes

Equipment and materials

For Part 1
• a compressed air supply
• 2 single-acting cylinders
• 2 push button 3 PVs
• 2 T joints
• air line
For Part 2
as for Part 1 plus
• 2 double-acting cylinders
• 1 roller trip 3 PV
• 1 pilot air operated 5 PV

Type of task

New

Pneumatics 1: Introduction to
cylinders and valves
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Joanna, Ruth and Sarah want to print a logo onto a textile patch that
can be sewn onto T-shirts. They fix a printing block (with the logo on
it) to a single-acting cylinder (sac).

Part 1 Controlling single-acting cylinders
1 Pipe up a pneumatic circuit which makes the printing block

move down when both push buttons are pressed at the same
time, and move up when either or both buttons are released.

2 Draw a circuit diagram for the circuit and label each component.
Start with block symbols and when you are happy with the
circuit, add the detail to make the symbols standard.

Part 2 Controlling double-acting
cylinders
1 Pipe up a pneumatic circuit which works like this:

• when both push button 3PVs are pressed, the printing block
moves down;

• when the printing block hits the textile patch, the printing
block moves up automatically.

Note the following:

• the cylinders are double-acting, operated by air in both
directions;

• the roller trip 3PV can be used to detect the printing block
hitting the textile.

2 Draw a circuit diagram of your working arrangement and label
each component. Start with block symbols and when you are
sure of the circuit, add the detail to make the symbols standard.

Further/homework

The girls notice that the printing block sometimes twists around so the
logo is not always straight on the patch. What can you suggest to
solve this problem. Draw a labelled sketch of your solution.
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SAFETY NOTE

Take care with
compressed air.




